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This booklet is designed to summarise the curriculum content of subjects planned for Year 2 at Khalsa 

Primary School. The content of the curriculum will be paced at the appropriate rate and therefore may vary 

from term to term, for a particular child or group.  

Our aim is to provide a broad and balanced curriculum from which the children will successfully progress to 

the next phase in their education. Year 2, is therefore, the preparation for the move to Key Stage 2, building 

on the skills and knowledge children have acquired in previous years. Children are assessed continuously 

throughout the year and summative assessments take place during each term. 

 

Children are encouraged at all times at Khalsa Primary School to be diligent and hard working. The 

expectations from our staff are high and we try to instil, in the children, a sense of pride and achievement in 

everything they do. We put emphasis on the presentation of the children’s work. We encourage and teach 

independence and organisational skills. 

Reading is very important in Year 2; children are expected to read daily. Children will be given books from 

the reading scheme (Oxford Reading Tree) as well as other books which, we hope, will foster a love of 

reading as an enjoyable and worthwhile experience, as well as a tool for independent access to a wide range 

of subjects. The school issues reading books to children throughout the year and supports them in their own 

choice of literature. Children are also expected to read at home every day to an adult and discuss what they 

have read. Do not hesitate to contact your child’s class teacher should you have anything further to discuss.  

 



English  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

TERM 1  

Non-fiction  

Instructions How to Catch a Dragon by Caryl Hart and Ed Eaves- Writing and discussing instructions with a focus on 

commands, imperative verbs, commas, adverbs of time.   

Instructions -How to Catch a Dragon by Caryl Hart and Ed Eaves -Writing and discussing instructions with a focus on 

commands, imperative verbs, commas, adverbs of time. 

Fiction  

Poetry-Writing and discussing poetry with a focus on capital letters, Full stops, verbs and adjectives.                                

Narrative-Writing and discussing a 'defeat the monster story' with a focus on question marks, exclamation marks, 

adjectives, adverbs of time.                                                                

Narrative The Jolly Christmas Postcard-Writing wanted posters and party invitations with a focus on expanded noun 

phrases, adverbials and persuasive language. 

Drama, Speaking and Listening  

Narrative-Understanding a character's viewpoint. Speaking with clarity and expression. Participate in role play and 

improvisations  

Instructions-Maintain attention and participate actively in collaborative conversations, staying on topic and initiating 

and responding to comments. 

TERM 2 

Non-fiction  

Information reports: Little Albatross by Michael Morpurgo-Writing and discussing non-chronological reports with a 

focus on sub-headings, paragraphs, conjunctions, exclamations verbs, adverbs and technical words.  

Further non-fiction will be studied in other curriculum areas. 

Fiction  

Poetry: What am I? By Jay P. Lenz- Writing and discussing animal riddles with a focus on technical words, expanded 

noun phrases and adverbials  

Doug's Deep Sea Diving by Simon Bartram.  Writing setting descriptions and diary recounts with a focus on 

descriptive language and adverbials of time.                  

At the Khalsa Primary School a great amount of emphasis is placed on the skills (speaking and listening; reading 

and writing) needed to be successful in this subject. Without these skills the children will not be prepared for the 

next phase of their education. As much as possible we try to link the content of our English sessions with the topics 

being studied elsewhere. High qualitily literature is at the heart of our English sessions and forms the basis for 

much of the writing the children complete.  

How you can help at home: 

Being a great role model is a great way of helping your child make progress, so share what you are reading with 

your child, let then see you writing things down. Disscussion about books and what your child is reading is another 

great way to help.  

 



                                               

The Enormous Crocodile by Roald Dahl Writing character descriptions and extended narrative with a focus on 

expanded noun phrases, similes, adverbials and a range of punctuation including apostrophes. 

Drama, Speaking and Listening 

Information-Ask relevant questions to extend their understanding and knowledge. Give well-structured descriptions 

and explanation for different purposes, including for expressing feelings.    

Poetry: Read aloud their riddles audibly and fluently to gain the attention  

Narrative/Recount:  Participate in role play, hot-seating and improvisations. Use relevant strategies to build their 

vocabulary 

TERM 3  

Non-fiction  

Writing a travel brochure for London: Paddington London's Treasury by Michael Bond-Writing information and 

persuasive text on London with a focus on sub-headings, paragraphs, range of conjunctions and punctuation and 

persuasive language. 

Fiction  

Extended Narrative: The MiniPins by Roald Dahl. Writing an extended story with a focus on descriptive language, 

adverbials, conjunctions and dialogue. 

Letter Writing The Iron Man by Ted Hughes. - Writing fictional letters with a focus on emotive and persuasive 

language, a range of conjunctions and punctuation. 

Drama, Speaking and Listening  

Narrative: Participate in role play, and improvisations. Use spoken language to develop understanding through 

speculating, hypothesising, 

imagining and exploring ideas Information-consider and evaluate different viewpoints, attending to and building on 

the contributions of others. Select and use appropriate registers for effective communication. " 

Spelling 

Below are the common exception words for Year 2  

 



 

Mathematics  

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

TERM 1  

Place value 

Addition and Subtraction 

2D and 3D shapes 

Symmetry 

Time and Measure, Problem solving, Multiplication and Division. 

Maths Linked to topic 

Making Rockets - 3D Shapes  

Time and Measures, Problem Solving 

TERM 2 

Money problems, 

Sorting shapes,  

Number sequences and Mass 

Fractions 

2 -Step Problem Solving 

2D and 3D shapes. 

Maths Linked to topic 

Mass Measures 

TERM 3  

Problem Solving using all four operations 

Temperature and Money 

Data Handling  

Time, Money 

 

The ability to think in a mathematical way is a core skill that we wish to instil in our children, it is hoped that the 

children will leave Khalsa Primary School with a fluency in Mathematics, the ability to reason and solve problems. 

Mathematics is essential to everyday life, critical to science, technology and engineering, and necessary for 

financial literacy and most forms of employment. A high-quality mathematics education therefore provides a 

foundation for understanding the world, the ability to reason mathematically. 

How you can help at home: 

Having a child that is fluent in number bands and  times times is a skill that can easily be supported at home. Also, 

art and craft activites that involve measuring will help.   

 

 

 

The National Curriculum states that these number skills 

should be embedded by the end of each year. Highlighted 

parts are the times tables end of year expectations. 

• Know and recall multiplication facts for 2,5 and 10 
times tables and the related division facts . 

• Recognise multiples of 2, 5 and 10. 

• Represent repeated addition and arrays as 
multiplication and sharing and repeated 
subtraction (grouping) as division. 

 



Volume and Capacity 

Position and Direction. 

Maths Linked to topic 

Interpret and collect information  

Position and Direction 

Times table websites with good games. 

• http://www.topmarks.co.uk/maths-games/7-11-years/times-tables 

• http://www.multiplication.com/games/all-games 

• http://www.learnyourtables.co.uk/en/index2.html 

• http://www.bbc.co.uk/skillswise/game/ma13tabl-game-tables-grid-find 

• http://resources.woodlands-junior.kent.sch.uk/maths/timestable/interactive.html 

• www.mad4maths.com/multiplication_table_math_games 

• http://www.crickweb.co.uk/ks2numeracy-multiplication.html 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.topmarks.co.uk/maths-games/7-11-years/times-tables
http://www.multiplication.com/games/all-games
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http://www.bbc.co.uk/skillswise/game/ma13tabl-game-tables-grid-find
http://resources.woodlands-junior.kent.sch.uk/maths/timestable/interactive.html
http://www.thecrescentacademy.com/times-table-expectations/www.mad4maths.com/multiplication_table_math_games
http://www.crickweb.co.uk/ks2numeracy-multiplication.html


Thematic (Science, History, Geography, Music, Art 

and Design, Design and Technology) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

TERM 1  

During the first part of term, children in Year 2 will study a unit of work entitled: “The Famous Five” is a unit based 

around famous people and events, with a history focus. Pupils will look at the significant contributions made by 

individuals in the past and events that have led to change for the future.  The children will be studying aspects of the 

following people’s lives: Neil Armstrong, Florence Nightingale, Christopher Columbus, Pocahontas, and Edward 

Jenner. 

The second part of the term will be taken up with a unit entitled: “The Spirit of Christmas” this is a unit based around 

Christmas customs and traditions in other countries and cultures, with a history / geography focus. Pupils will 

compare how people celebrate and how their customs have developed over time. Traditional Christmas and 

seasonal stories will be included.  

TERM 2 

During the Spring term, the children will study a unit of work entitled: “Neighbourhood Watch” this is a unit based 

around the local area, with a geography focus. Pupils will develop their geographical skills, knowledge and 

understanding through learning about their school, the features of its grounds and the immediate surrounding area. 

They will be taught to recognise how the local environment can be improved and they will learn about how local 

places have changed over time. There is also an opportunity to look at significant historical events and people within 

the locality. 

The next unit is called: “Pirates!” this is a thematic unit, based around sound, speed and motion, with a key focus on 

science. It begins by exploring how things move, linking with a pirate’s journey around the continents and oceans 

which takes in key human and physical geographical features. Simple compass directions and treasure maps are 

included. The unit concludes with an introduction to sound, focusing on sources of sound and the relationship 

between distance and volume. 

TERM 3  

During the final term the children will study a unit of work entitled: “Paddington’s Passport” this is a thematic unit 

based around the worldwide travels of Paddington Bear, with a geography focus. Pupils will first look  at Peru, 

including the Amazonian rainforest (of which Peru has the second-largest portion after the Brazilian Amazon). Then, 

the focus is on London, reinforcing previous learning about the UK within the global context of continents and 

oceans. Contrasts such as climate and physical features will be explored and comparisons made between Lima and 

London. 

 

 

At Khalsa Primary school we teach the subjects above in a thematic or topic based way. This means that all of the 

subjects are taught as one topic. These topics can last for as long as a term or be as short as a few weeks. All of the 

topics are fun, interesting and creative.  

How you can help at home: 

Visiting the library and selecting books linked to the topic is a great way to help out. Supporting your child with 

topic homework will also help with them making lots of progress.  

 

   
  



Physical Education  

 

TERM 1  

Jump, Roll, Balance  

Bean Bag Raid 

TERM 2  

Dodge Ball  

River Crossing 

TERM 3  

Throw Tennis  

Athletics 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Religious Education  

TERM 1  

What did Jesus teach? Key Question: Is it possible to be kind to everyone all of the time? Religion: Christianity  

Christmas - Jesus as gift from God Key Question: Why did God give Jesus to the world? Religion: Christianity 

TERM 2  

Passover Key Question: How important is it for Jewish people to do what God asks them to do? Religion: Judaism" 

Easter – resurrection Key Question: Is it true that Jesus came back to life again? Religion: Christianity 

TERM 3 

The Covenant Key Question: How special is the relationship Jews have with God? Religion: Judaism Theme: 

Rites of Passage and good works Key Question: What is the best way for a Jew to show commitment to God? 

Religion: Judaism 

Sikh Studies and Panjabi   

TERM 1  

Loyalty to the Gurus. Names of the Gurus and their contribution to the world.  

Identify and recognise the first five sets of vowel sounds and letters. Names of clothes.  

TERM 2  

To learn more about the 10 Gurus. To learn about the five Sikh values. 

Parts of the body, Punjabi months, shops and restaurants, plants and animals.   

TERM 3 

Story of Vaisakhi, 5 Ks, 5 Beloved Ones, 5 Values. Famous Sikhs in History and today. 

Learn the 1-5 letter sets and 5 vowels. Read and Write simple words/sentences using the 5 sets and 5 vowels. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Assessments and Parent’s Evening  

There will be six assessment points during the year, three less formal teacher assessments and three more formal 

paper based assessments.  

Children will be assessed in Reading, Writing and Mathematics.  

Children who are currently in Years 2 and 6 will sit national SATs tests, which take place around May.  

Pupil progress will be reported to parents at the Parental Consultation Evenings held in Autumn and Spring terms 

and via the annual written report published during the summer term.   

Educational Visits 

TERM 1  

St Ethelbert’s school  

TERM 2 

Black Park Visit 

Golden Hind near London Bridge.  

TERM 3  

Odds Farm Park Buckinghamshire.  


